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Abstract. For domain specific document searches like job matching,
long queries are often given as a detailed information of targets. Previ-
ous studies found that higher quality results can be obtained by searching
with an optimal subset of words excerpted from a long query. To excerpt
the optimal subset of words, query reduction using machine learning
techniques has been studied. Supervised learning requires training data
with annotation, which is especially difficult for in-domain data because
of its specific terminology. In this study, we propose a model that inte-
grates machine learning techniques and manual processing for long-query
reduction. We integrated our model into a job matching system that col-
lects manual “interactions” and used them as training data to learn query
reduction. Furthermore, we evaluated our model with actual job offerings
and expert profile data obtained from a recruitment agency. We found
that our proposed model outperformed the baseline in precision, recall,
and F-measure. The result suggests that our model could be used for
query reduction of interactive search systems of specific domain data.
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1 Introduction

In document search applications for domain experts such as job matching and
patent search, long queries are often given, which include detailed descriptions
about search targets. For example, recruiters of job matching agencies will search
for candidate resumes on the basis the text in job offerings. Intellectual Property
experts will search for similar patents on the basis of an invention’s disclosure
document.

Previous studies found that we can obtain higher quality search results if we
obtain an optimal subset of word sets from a long query, and use them as the
query instead of the original [1]. Extracting an optimal subset of word sets from
long query essentially reduces the unimportant words of long queries. There are
two approaches for reducing the words from long queries, automatic and man-
ual. For automatic approaches based on supervised learning, we need relevant
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documents [2] and manual annotation [3] as learning data, which is difficult
especially for in-domain data. Therefore, many approaches based on unsuper-
vised learning for in-domain data have been proposed [4]. On the other hand,
several manual approaches have also been proposed [5–8]. Unlike in a typical
web page retrieval, quality is more important than retrieval speed in document
retrieval performed by domain-specific experts. Therefore, manual interactions
that improve the quality of search results could be acceptable to users.

We propose a model that integrates automatic and manual approaches. We
developed a straightforward and simplified user interface so that users can fully
interact and acquire the best reduced queries. Automatic reduction is used to
generate initial queries, thereby reducing the burden of user interaction. Further-
more, we proposed a user interface that embeds hidden learning data collections
during search interactions. It functions like a shopping cart on an online shop-
ping website, which you can store selected documents in a list. A user can review
the created list later and adjust the list before completion. Since the list at the
completion state can be considered to be a document list relevant to the query,
the system collects learning data without making the user aware of it.

To investigate whether our proposed model can improve given queries, we
integrated our model into the job matching system of a Japanese recruitment
agency and analyzed it using real job offerings and simulated interaction data.
Through the analysis, we demonstrated how word sets in queries are improved
and suggested that our model can be used for the query reduction of interactive
search systems of specific domain data.

2 Related Works

Numerous efforts have been made towards improving the long-query issues. Ben-
dersky and Croft proposed an automatic techniques for query reduction, which
involved learning to identify key concepts in long-queries using a variety of fea-
tures [3]. However, their method requires manual annotation to identify a key
noun phrase in each query.

Other studies that have key phrase extraction methods that use supervised
machine learning techniques was first introduced by Turney [9] and later explored
by several other researchers [10,11]. They treated a document as a set of phrases,
which must be classified as either positive or negative examples of key phrases.
This approach requires documents with key phrases attached as learning data.
Although this approach is reported to be effective, it is difficult to obtain domain-
specific learning data in the early phases of a real production environment.

An unsupervised technique that involves the interaction of dropping unneces-
sary terms from long queries was proposed by Kumaran and Carvalho [4]. However,
the interaction could be an additional burden for ordinary document searches.

Query expansion is an another approach for improving search queries. Cui
and Wen have proposed a use of query logs as a training data for adding keywords
to the original query [12]. It has been suggested as an effective way to resolve the
short query and word mismatching problem. Kumaran and Allan [13] combined
query reduction and expansion methods to improve original queries.
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In this study, we focus on a query reduction technique for processing long-
query which assume to be a major query type for job recruiment purpose.
We propose a model for query reduction involving both automatic and man-
ual approaches that enables online learning in a production environment.

3 Query Reduction Model

We propose a new model of query reduction to improve the quality of verbose
queries. This model uses past search “interactions,” such as word deletion, word
addition, and word weighting, collected by a document search engine to learn
new keyword deletion procedures.

The model estimates the ideal word set S of a long query by using past
interaction data. We define Q as a word set of every words included in a given
long query. We calculate Pw as a probability of word w (w ∈ Q) not being
included in the ideal query on the basis of the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimation method. MAP is an estimate of an unknown quantity, that equals
the mode of the posterior distribution. The MAP can be used to obtain a point
estimate of an unobserved quantity on the basis of empirical data.

We defined Nw and Dw as the total count of occurrence and total count of
deletion of word w in past interaction logs, respectively. The weight assigned to
word w is defined as Ww, in which the default value is 1. Ew is the sum of the
weights assigned to word w when the weight is smaller than 1, which can be
describes as Ew =

∑
w(1−Ww). Mw is the sum of the weights when each weight

is larger than 1, and can be described as Mw =
∑

w(Ww − 1). Probability Pw is
calculated as:

Pw =
Dw + Ew + α − 1

Nw + γMw + α + β − 2
, (1)

where α and β are beta distribution parameters and γ is a bias parameter.
We calculate score Sw as:

Sw = k(1 − Pw) − Pw, (2)

where k (k > 1) is an additional cost of word addition compared to that of
keyword deletion. We considered this additional cost since addition requires more
procedures compared to deletion. Words in an ideal word set S are selected by
defining the threshold of Sw.

4 Interactive Search Interface

We introduce the user interface of our document search system and how it collects
interaction log data that can be used as learning data for our model. Our interface
is based on the system proposed in [8]. Our system is implemented as a web appli-
cation that consists of two pages as shown in Figure. 1. Users interact with the
system as follows. (1) On the search page, users input a verbose query and click
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Fig. 1. User interface of interactive search system. (A) Search page to input query
and retrieve relevant documents. This interface also include the Keyword Editor field
to add/delete/change weight for keywords. (B) Matching page to confirm and adjust
selected documents. It is a drag-and-droppable interface to adjust the candidate lists
before completion.

“Search” to get the initial result. The top ten keywords scored by term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) are used for the initial query by default,
which appears in the “Keyword Editor.” The top ten ranked documents are shown
as the result. (2) Users look through the documents, identify which are relevant,
and click either of the “Relevance” buttons “Good” (probably a good match) or
“Super!” (best match) in accordance with the degree of their relevance. (3) If users
think they have not found a sufficient number of relevant documents, they can edit
the query words in the “Keyword Editor,” i.e. delete a word, change the weight of a
word, or add a new word. When any of the query words are edited, the search result
is updated automatically. Users repeat steps 2 and 3 until they are satisfied with
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Fig. 2. System flow of the interactive interface. Highlighted boxes represent interactions
operated in the “Keyword Editor”.

the final result. Users then click the “Selected Experts” button, which navigates
them to the “Matching” page to review their search results. (4) On the “Matching”
page, two lists of selected documents that are marked as “Good” and “Super!,”
respectively, are shown. Users can review and adjust the documents in the lists by
dragging and dropping them between the lists. (5) Users save and download the
confirmed documents lists by clicking the “Save” button (Fig. 2).

Our interface is designed on the basis of a typical web search interface and
enhanced to make keyword editing and relevant document selection efficient with
theKeywordEditor andRelevancebuttons/Matchingpage, respectively.TheKey-
word Editor enables visual editing of query words more efficiently than directly
editing space-separated query text e.g. “wordAˆ2.0 wordB” where numerical value
after caret represents aweight of aword.TheRelevancebuttons andMatchingpage
provide a functionality very similar to the “Add to Cart” button on online shop-
ping websites. These concepts may not be considered new as user interfaces but
their introduction is very important in the sense that they enables the collection of
data regarding which words will contribute to the finding of relevant documents.
The system logs every user’s click of Search, Save and Good/Super!. Those logs are
significantly different from typical click logs collected from web search systems in
that they cannot be used to determine when the retrieval process starts and finishes
just aswhether any resultswere found. In our system, every completed search starts
with Search andfinisheswith the Save operations, sowe canprecisely define a query
session as a user’s interactions for a topic. In addition, we can identify “definitely
relevant” documents from the documents in the Super! list at the time of clicking
the “Save” button. We can also identify the query words used to find the relevant
documents by tracking the logs when the documents are marked as Good/Super!.
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5 Preliminary Experiments

To investigate our proposed reduction model, we evaluated our model using data
obtained from a job recruitment agency. In this section, we first describe the job
offering and profile data used for analysis. We next explain the procedure of
collecting learning data. Finally, we will describe how we measured our model
with obtained results.

5.1 Profile Data Used in Experiment

We used the profile data of registered experts and job offerings data obtained
from a job recruitment agency located in Tokyo, Japan. Approximately 30% of
their registered workers are over 60 years old, which is very high compared to
that of a general recruitment agency. Their recruitment process is mainly divided
in two parts, “Registration” and “Recommendation”. The Registration process
is performed as follows. (1) Experts register themselves via the website. They
input their profile information such as previous job experience, skills, career,
and personal connections in a simple text format. (2) Recruiters in the agency
hold online or face-to-face meetings with the registered experts to obtain their
additional profile information. (3) Recruiters input the additional information
into the system in a simple text format. The Recommendation process is per-
formed as follows. (1) A recruiter in the agency holds a hearing with a company
regarding their business needs. (2) The recruiter searches for registered experts
who would meet the company’s business needs. (3) The recruiter recommends
the matched experts to the company, then proceed with face-to-face interviews.

The expert profile data generated during the Registration process are con-
sidered as target documents, and business need (job offering) data generated
during the Recommendation process are considered as queries for searching. We
extracted 3,000 experts’ profiles and ninety job offerings to evaluate our proposed
reduction model.

5.2 Procedure

To investigate our proposed reduction model, we collected interaction data of
the simulated search process. The authors manually simulated the interactions
of recruiters by reviewing the results of searched resume documents. The search
engine is built on Solr/Lucene, where the Japanese morphological analyzer,
“kuromoji,” is used. After the tokenization and part-of-speech tagging by “kuro-
moji” is complete, noun words are filtered and stored as a data collection. Dic-
tionaries and stop words are defined on the basis of feedback from recruiters.
When a query is given, resume documents are ranked by the BM25 similarity
algorithm [14]. BM25 scoring utilizes both word frequency and document length
normalization. For a given query Q containing keywords q1, ..., qn, (qi,D) is q′

is
word frequency in the document D, |D| is the length of D in words, and avgdl
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is the average document length in the text collection. The BM25 score of D for
Q is calculated as:

Score(D,Q) =
n∑

i=1

IDF(qi) × (
f(qi,D) × (k1 + 1)

(f(qi,D) + k1 × (1 − b + b × |D|
avgdl

). (3)

k1 and b are free parameters, and we used Lucene’s default values k1 =
1.2, b = 0.75 for this experiment. IDF(qi) is the inverse document frequency
weight of a query word computed by:

IDF(qi) = log
1 + N − n(qi) + 0.5

(n(qi) + 0.5)
. (4)

5.3 Measurement

We measured the correctness of the query reduction results by leveraging
the commonly-used machine learning measurements: precision, recall, and F-
measure. As a preprocessing condition, job offering text obtained from the
recruitment agency was used as an original long query and words that were
considered to be important were selected manually from the query. We collected
the interaction data until we reached the list of selected keywords as described
in the previous section. Selected words were confirmed by reviewing the result
of the retrieved documents. These interaction data are used as training data.

When a new long query is given, all words in the query were rearranged in
descending order on the basis of the scores calculated by the proposed algorithm
using the interaction log. The top ten words were evaluated using the precision,
recall, and F-measure measurements as an index.

6 Results

We analyzed our proposed algorithm using the job offerings and profile data of
the recruitment agency. We obtained ninety job offerings with interactions data
and cross-validated ten subjects using other eighty as a training data. Specifi-
cally, we selected each ideal word set from eighty subjects, and keyword operation
were recorded as training data by using the user interface of the job matching
system. Keyword scoring was performed for the other ten subjects using the
training data. We evaluated the top ten keywords by comparing them with man-
ually selected ideal word sets using average precision, recall and F-measures. The
beta distribution parameters α and β were set to 2. Bias parameter γ was set
to 1. The additional cost of word addition compared to keyword deletion k was
set to 5 on the basis of the exploratory experiments.

The result showed that our proposed model outperformed in all measures
compared to the baseline, which is the TF-IDF scoring. (baseline: precision =
0.35, recall = 0.44, f-measure = 0.37, proposed model: precision = 0.54 ± 0.06,
recall = 0.59 ± 0.07, f-measure = 0.55 ± 0.06) (Fig. 3). Figure 4 and Table 1 shows
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the precision, recall and F-measure between baseline (TF-IDF)
and the proposed reduction model.

the transition of the precision, recall, and f-measure measurements by changing
the amount of training data from ten to eighty subjects. Recall improved right
after leaning ten subjects, while precision gradually improved on the basis of the
amount of learning data.

Table 1. Values of the precision, recall, and F-measure measurements by changing the
amount of training data.

Training data Precision (SD) Recall (SD) F-measure (SD)

Baseline (TF-IDF) 0.347 0.439 0.374

10 offerings 0.475 (0.078) 0.643 (0.131) 0.522 (0.068)

20 offerings 0.484 (0.078) 0.595 (0.086) 0.521 (0.081)

30 offerings 0.514 (0.056) 0.603 (0.076) 0.543 (0.061)

40 offerings 0.518 (0.066) 0.609 (0.080) 0.549 (0.071)

50 offerings 0.525 (0.061) 0.607 (0.084) 0.551 (0.069)

60 offerings 0.530 (0.067) 0.601 (0.084) 0.551 (0.072)

70 offerings 0.542 (0.072) 0.596 (0.097) 0.557 (0.080)

80 offerings 0.544 (0.064) 0.587 (0.075) 0.554 (0.064)
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Fig. 4. Transition of the precision, recall, and F-measure measurements by changing
the amount of training data.

7 Conclusion

In light of the demand for query improvement of in-domain data searching, we
focused on a long-query reduction method and proposed a model that enables
the reduction of unimportant keywords on the basis of past search interactions
collected by a document search engine. We also proposed a user interface that
embeds hidden learning data collections during search interactions. To investi-
gate our proposed model, we integrated our model and interface into the job
matching system and analyzed them with the data obtained from a recruitment
agency.

We found that our proposed model outperformed in all measures (precision,
recall, and F-measure) compared to that of the baseline. We also found that
recall improves with a relatively small amount of training data, which in this
case was that of ten subjects. The cost of keyword addition is considered to be
larger than that of keyword deletion, therefore, the result would be preferable
for the user. Precision gradually improves on the basis of the amount of training
data, suggesting that the quality of the query improves as the interaction logs
get collected via the search system. As a result, as the recruiter repeats a series of
job matching processes (inputting job offerings, keyword operations, and select-
ing candidates), the default keyword set extracted from the original query will
be gradually improved without any additional actions to create training data.
The keyword operations during searches for experts can be considered to reflect
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domain knowledge related to specific industries and business processes. In other
words, a set of domain knowledge required for job matching will be extracted
from keyword operations of experienced recruiters. Using keyword operations of
experienced recruiters as training data, we hope to help improve the performance
of inexperienced recruiters.
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